STATE OF THE ART, FIREPROOF SURGE PROTECTION
Incorporates fireproof metal oxide varistors (MOV). TrickleStar MOVs are encased in a ceramic casing and are capable of suppressing more energy and dissipating heat faster than traditional MOVs. More importantly, the ceramic casing is fireproof and therefore is capable of preventing fire during surge conditions.

PRODUCT INFORMATION
188LV-US-4XX 4 Outlet SensorClick™ Advanced PowerTap, 1080 Joules, Current Sensing.

SENSORCLICK™ ACCESSORIES
188LV-TFS-3F Timer Footswitch, 3ft Cord
188LV-MS-8F Motion Sensor, 8ft Cord
188LV-LLS-8F Light Level Sensor, 8ft Cord
188LV-IRMS-8F Multi-Sensor, 8ft Cord
This product is a power platform that is designed for use with an application with no programming required. SensorClick™ is a patent-pending, modular powerport and sensor system that allows you to use any SensorClick™ accessory device. With an extensive and growing list of accessory devices, you can quickly and inexpensively set up a control solution to suit any application with no programming required. This product is a power platform that is designed for use with a SensorClick™ accessory device.

**INTRODUCTION**

**Product Overview**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RJ11 / Sensor Port</th>
<th>For connecting accessory devices which control the switched outlets. Includes the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ground LED</td>
<td>When illuminated, it indicates that the product is correctly grounded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surge LED</td>
<td>When illuminated, it indicates that the surge protection is functioning normally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switched Outlets LED</td>
<td>When lit, it indicates that the outlets are powered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accessory Device</th>
<th>The product must be used with an accessory device from TrickleStar in order to operate. Accessory devices are connected to the product via the RJ11 port — marked &quot;sensor&quot;. Only TrickleStar accessory devices may be connected to the product. Use of non-TrickleStar Accessory Devices may result in damage to the product and will void all warranties.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Power Connections**

| The product must only be plugged into a grounded receptacle. |
| All connected devices should be plugged directly into the product. Use of an extension cord, adapter or other powerstrip in conjunction with the product will void all warranties. |

**Switching Thresholds**

| Adjusts the thresholds at which the Switched outlets switch on/off. |
| - low (15W) |
| - high (50W) |

**PRODUCT WARRANTY**

The Lifetime of the Product is 10 years (hereafter referred to as Product Lifetime). TrickleStar warrants to the original purchaser that for the Product Lifetime, it shall be free of defects in design, assembly, material, or workmanship, and will repair or replace, at its option, any defective product free of charge.

**CONNECTED DEVICE WARRANTY**

TrickleStar will repair or replace, at its option, any devices which are damaged by a transient voltage surge/spike or lightning strike, (an "Occurrence"), while properly connected through the Product to a properly wired AG power line with protective grounding. If applicable; the telephone line, and/or network line must be properly connected and installed, and the antenna cable line must also be properly connected and installed, as determined by TrickleStar at its sole discretion.

This Connected Device Warranty is a Limited Warranty, subject to the limitations and exclusions set forth herein. TrickleStar will repair or replace the damaged connected devices, at TrickleStar’s option, at no cost equal to the fair market value of the damaged devices or the original purchase price of the devices, whichever is less, up to the maximum of:

- 1080 Joule models: (1866/JUS-4XX) $20,000
- The fair market value of the devices shall be the current value of the devices specified in the most recent edition of the Orion Blue Book by Orion Research Corporation, Roger Rohrs Publisher.

TrickleStar reserves the right to review the damaged Product, the damaged devices, and the site where the damage occurred. All costs of shipping the Product and the damaged devices to TrickleStar for inspection shall be borne solely by the purchaser. TrickleStar reserves the right to negotiate the cost of repairs. If TrickleStar determines, in its sole discretion, that it is impractical to ship the damaged devices to TrickleStar, TrickleStar may designate, in its sole discretion, a repair facility to inspect and estimate the cost to repair such devices. The cost, if any, of shipping the devices to and from such repair facility and of such estimate shall be borne solely by the purchaser.

Damaged devices must remain available for inspection until the claim is finalized. Whenever claims are settled, TrickleStar reserves the right to be subrogated under any existing insurance policies the claimant may have. All above warranties are null and void if:

- The Product in use during the occurrence is not provided to TrickleStar for inspection upon TrickleStar’s request at the sole expense of the purchaser.
- TrickleStar determines that the Product has not been installed in accordance with the Installation Requirements, altered in any way or tampered with.
- TrickleStar determines that the damage did not result from the occurrence or that no occurrence in fact took place, the repair or replacement of the damaged devices is covered under a manufacturer’s warranty.
- TrickleStar determines that the connected devices were not used under normal operating conditions or in accordance with their labels or instructions.
- The Product is not plugged directly into a receptacle.
- The Product is “daisy-chained” together in serial fashion with other power boards, UPS’ , other surge protectors or extension cords.
- A three-to-two-prong adapter is used.
- The Product is not used indoors. This Product is not for use with aquariums and all other water-related products. Use only indoors and in dry locations.

**FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT**

Toll free: 1-888-700-1098
www.tricklestar.com

**COPYRIGHT & DISCLAIMER**

© Copyright 2014 TrickleStar Ltd. All rights reserved. TrickleStar® and SensorClick™ are registered trademarks of TrickleStar Ltd. Any typographical, clerical or other error or omission in this document or other documents or information issued by TrickleStar shall be subject to correction without any liability on the part of TrickleStar without notice.